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^ Tenor
sings at
Kennedy
Center

Red Cross unit
returns for more
blood donations
By Jim Barker
The BG News

The Red Cross Bloodmobile
has relumed to the University's
Northeast Commons, giving students the opportunity to help
others and receive a free meal in
the process.
The Bloodmobile, Red Cross'
mobile blood donation unit, will
stay at the University until Friday to collect blood from student
donors. This year's goal is to collect at least 1,000 pints of blood,
said Barb Sarchet, a senior University student interning at Red
Cross and head of the bloodmobile donation drive.
"Blood donation has dropped
drastically in the past few
years," Sarchet said. "The
biggest reason for the drop is the
fear of AIDS."
However, the use of a sterile
needle for each individual dona-

tion makes the transmission of
the AIDS vims impossible, Sarchet said.
"Another big problem is donor
apathy," Sarchet said. "People
have this attitude of 'Why me?
Why should I donate?' But the
fact is, one of every three people
Will need a blood transfusion in
their lifetime."
The Bloodmobile has received
local support from Kroger and
Papa John's pizza. Both businesses have sent food to the
workers and donors, a gesture
Sarchet said "has really been
terrific."
Many students choose to doThe BG NCWI/ROM Wcitzncr
nate more than once. David Miller, a freshman biology major at Freshman multiple handicapped elementary education major Melissa Sorcnsen carefully studies the
the University, started donating meticulous hands of Sheila Thomas, a senior medical assistant, as she applies an antiseptic solution to
in high school. This week, he do- her arm. "I like to give blood, and I think everyone should do It," Sorensen said.
nated for the fifth time. "I do it
just to help other people who about an hour, mostly because of chct said.
blood can visit the bloodmobile
need it," Miller said.
the paperwork. The actual donabetween 10:30 am to 4:30 p.m.
The donation process takes tion takes about 10 minutes, SarStudents wishing to donate today through Friday.

Economic
conference
eliminates
restrictions

The BG News

A University assistant professor for the College of Musical
Arts sang solo among a chorus of
over 200 professionals at the
Kennedy Center for the Perform
ing Arts in
Washington,
D.C., Sunday.
Robert
Bracey traveled to the nation's capital
last week and
performed to a
sold out audience as a tenor
soloist in the
Bracey
Mozart "Requiem" with the
Choral Arts Society of Washington, directed by Norman Scribner.
"It was a full house, standing
room only, and we had four cur
tain calls and a standing ovation," Bracey said. "This is the
type of performance that every
singer dreams of."
Scribner founded the Choral
items.
Arts Society of Washington 30
The fall semester commence- years ago and has built a reputament will take place at 10 a.m. tion through performances,
Dec. 17 in Anderson Arena.
compact disc releases and other
About 1,160 are scheduled to achievements.
graduate. Each graduate will be
given four guest seating tickets
which will be available at the
University Bookstore beginning wflat / 70ue tQ do T?iis

Olscamp to address
December graduates
By Kalie Simmons
The BG News

By Marcus Ellason
The Associated Press
JAKARTA, Indonesia - President Clinton saw more jobs for
Detroit. Australia's Paul Keating
predicted billions of dollars in
new earnings. Malaysia's Mahathir Mohamad brooded
about an "invasion" of foreign
companies.
Tuesday's
Pacific rim
summit produced heady
visions and
some discord,
but Keating
defined the moment for many
when he spoke of "the beginning
of the Pacific century."
The 18-member Asia-Pacific
Economic Cooperation forum
crowned its second summit by
adopting a sweeping resolution to
remove trade and investment
barriers in the world's fastestgrowing region by the year 2020.
Taking into account the differing levels of development in a
group that ranges from the
United States and Japan to China
and Papua New Guinea, the
summit decided that the rich
countries would drop barriers by
2010, giving poorer nations a
decade to catch up.
"We have set a course for the
future," said President Suharto
of Indonesia
Even after the tariff-smashing
World Trade Organization comes
into being next year. President
Clinton noted, customs on American cars entering some Asian
countries will be 30-60 percent,
compared with 2.S percent on
Asian cars entering the United
States.
"This APEC agreement will
knock down Asian tariffs even

By Katie Simmons

AP Photo/Tom Hanson

Canadian Prime Minister Jean Chretien talks with President
Clinton while walking through the Presidential Palace on a break
in the APEC summit in Bogor, Indonesia, Tuesday.
further, and American autos will
therefore be more affordable.
That means for an auto worker in
Detroit or Toledo, more secure
jobs and factories with more
workers," Clinton told reporters.
Keating said the agreement
would create 70,000 jobs for Australia.
Mahathir said Malaysia would
do its best to meet the later deadline, but "I don't think anybody
should force us to open up our
country to an invasion by powerful companies from the developed countries."
"Liberalization should proceed
from reality and should be implemented in a phased and gradual manner. There should be
different timetables... for each

INSIDE

APEC
Forum Update

4
4

The 18-member forum
adopted a resolution to
remove trade and
investment barriers.
Barriers will be removed by industrialized
countries by 2010, and
by poorer countries by
2020.
/ The agreement should
9J result in the creation of
thousands of jobs in
several different
countries.

See APEC, page four.

CAMPUS
The Great American!
Smokeout is Thursday. Thel
Wellness Center and otherl
organizations try to help students|
kick the habit.
a- Page 4.

With his final term reaching its
end, University President Paul
Olscamp has been selected to
give the commencement address
to students graduating in
December.
Because of
difficulties in
the selection
process, the
Master Teacher honoree that
usually gives
the December
commencement address
will be reOlscmp
placed by Olscamp, said Philip
Mason, vice president for University Relations.
"I chose Olscamp for the address because he is a great individual and a great leader among
our country's universities so who
else would be better to talk to our
graduates about higher education?" Mason said.
A committee made of faculty
marshals and faculty leaders,
who help to set up the commencement ceremonies and overall
organization, decided the
December commencement
would be a terrific arena for Olscamp to talk to the graduates
about the prospects of higher education and their future. Mason
made the final decision for Olscamp to speak.
Olscamp is currently serving
his last term at the University
and will retire on June 30. Olscamp usually presides over
graduation, but has served as the
main speaker only once before at
the 1986 spring commencement.
Throughout his 13 years at the
University, Olscamp has accumulated a list of achievements
which includes enhancement of
opportunities for graduate level
study, creation of the University's first endowed professorships
and expansion of the library's
holdings to more than 4 million

CITY
Bottled water sales have gone
up since the release of the "Tap
Water Blues" report.
«"Pag©51.

"This is what I do and

"It is unfortunate that we do
not have a large enough facility
to house the graduates and all of
their family and guests," Mason
said. "We have tried to examine
various possibilities, but right
now we really have to try to
make the best out of a less than
great situation."
Those guests who cannot get a
ticket will be able to view the
commencement ceremonies on
closed-circuit television at 101
Olscamp Hall and in several
classrooms in the Business Administration Building. The program will be broadcast on Wood
Cable TV channel 24.

WaS ObVWUSly a Very
frig gig for me that
,
.
. . .
tUmea OUt W De a
hlige SUCCeSS."
Robert Bracey
University assistant professor
With the reputation of Scribner
and the honor of singing in the
nation's capital, Bracey found
the whole experience was extremely professional and an
overall success.
See BRACEY. page four.

BY THE NUMBERS
A look at Statistics thai shape the University.

Number of Undergraduate
Students Enrolled in Each College
Musical Arts: 364
Arts and Science: 4,841*
Technology: approx. 600
Business Administration: 2,309
Graduate College: approx. 3,000
Health and Human Services: 2,009
197*1
Education and Allied Professions: 3,997
■Denotes number from tj

As of fall 94.
Source: Office of Registration and Records

SPORTS
BG's men's and women's
basketball teams prepare for
their final exhibition against the
Latvian National teams.
•
«"Page7.

m

The BG News/Jim Mcricsko

WEATHER
Mostly cloudy in the morning
with a 30 percent chance of light
rain. Decreasing clouds during
the afternoon. High in the lower
50s.
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Giving blood safe
way to share spirit
I hroughout the week, University students will
"*■ have the opportunity to share in the spirit of
Thanksgiving by donating something very precious
and personal -- their blood.
The Red Cross Bloodmobile and its staff has been
at the Northeast Commons all week and will be there
until Friday at 4:30 p.m., giving students ample opportunity to contribute.
In the past few years, the number of donors at the
University and of the public at large has declined.
One of the primary reasons, according to bloodmobile officials, is fear of getting AIDS.
Fear of AIDS is rampant in our society. But with
sterile needles, there is nothing to worry about, as it
is impossible to get the virus.
What students should be worried about is the number of people who may die because there is not
enough blood for them.
People are also too lazy or caught up in their own
affairs to take a little time out of their day to donate.
Apathy is no excuse. It only takes an hour at the
most, and it could save someone's life.
It could be a stranger, but that stranger has a face.
It could be a little boy in a car accident or a person
the same age as you.
At the same time, there may be someone you know
who is in need of blood -- a teacher, a co-worker, a
girlfriend, your father - you get the picture.
Would you want them to die because someone else
was too apathetic to give the type of blood they
needed to live?
In the time it takes to watch a televison program,
eat lunch or run errands, you could be saving
someone's life. Somewhere in your daily schedule,
there must be time once or twice a year to help
someone out.
Statistics show that one of three people will need a
blood transfusion in their lifetime.
The News believes everyone needs to give blood -provided they are physically able - because it is
something that everyone might need at some time in
his or her life.
If there is a chance that you might need it someday, shouldn't you make sure that the opportunity is
there for someone else?
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Can you hear Love beckoning?
One evening past summer, my
older brother and I journeyed off
to one of my favorite vegetarian
restaurants back home, the
Zephyr. Our conversation was
wonderful, and we talked about
everything from environmental
happenings to my recent awesome win in our own Iron-Man
Triathlon to the basic catch-up in
each others' lives. Finally, I
asked Dow (my brother) for advice regarding a potential career
that I should look into.
With all your passion for fixing
world-wide problems and environmental dilemmas, he said, you
should go into teaching other
people better choices.
For quite some time, I sat there
pondering his advice. But I realized from past experience, as
soon as I solve one problem 10
more spring up. It just doesn't
seem that I would ever get ahead.
This led me to a different approach of thinking.
Instead of fighting all the effects, we need to go straight to
the core, the very cause of our
problems. That central, fundamental core to our dilemmas and
problems is this: we don't know
love.
I sat there somewhat amazed at
j this revelation, letting this full
truth sink in. No wonder we treat
our fellow brothers and sisters so
coldly. Or the majority's disdain' ful, indifferent attitude toward
our environment and other life
forms. Even the shallow way we
treat ourselves. All of this and so
much more because we don't
know real love.
So what is love? Perhaps the
answer can be found by first
I examining the opposite of love.
Do you know what that is? I'll
give you a hint, it isn't hate.
Love's opposite is selfishness.

Day in, day out, the constant
deterioration of our families, our
countries, our land and ourselves
seems like a broken record that
has been played so long that we
have forgotten anything but this
dance of decadence.

Jason
"Wolfe
Think about that. When we love
someone or something, I mean
really love them, there is absolutely nothing we wouldn't do. In
short, to love is to sacrifice.
Now, I am not so naive nor arrogant to believe that I could
adequately define love completely in this little column of mine.
But it is necessary that we develop a working definition for
some type of common ground.
Love is an action, not merely a
feeling. It can be a weapon, or a
bridge connecting people who
once had walls of hate between
them. Love can come In the form
of a kind word or deed. It can
even come as a kiss. Love has
been seen in the strangest, least
expected of places, the oddest
times, the weirdest moments.
Even though love is a neverending resource, sadly it is the
one resource we seldom use. This
is the heartbreaking irony of it
all that lies at the very origin of
all of our problems.
Some argue that it is our innate
human nature to kill ourselves, to
destroy life. Looking around my
world, watching the news, even
reading this paper, we see the
never-ending tale of human destruction continues.

rything and everyone else.
Every day of our lives is lived
on a battlefield. Right now love is
taking a serious pounding. Selfishness, lack of compassion, forgetting mercy and forgiveness;
all of these elements are missing.
And make no mistake, if we do
not change our ways, we will not
survive. I can't say this any more
seriously.

Perhaps, if we recognize this
destructive paradigm, then appropiate action can be taken to
change this. But the question
arises, do we really want to
The bomb is ticking and we are
change things?
getting to the end of the fuse. Unless we start to sacrifice and
There is no doubt that we have show real love, we will not last
the technology and full capability much longer. Each day, more life
to feed our starving world, shel- is killed in the names of fear and
ter our homeless and stop ecolo- convenience than could ever be
gical destruction with better counted. And each of us is guilty
available alternatives. In order to to some degree.
achieve this, however, we are goCan you hear the calling? To
ing to need love, and lots of It.
the one who looks away from the
Love calls for sacrifice, and suffering poor, listen. To the perunfortunately, few people are son who withdraws from helping
willing to sacrifice anything re- the homeless and hungry, listen.
gardless of whether of the fact To the "Christian" who feels that
that it will help others in need. the death penalty is justifiable
And quite often, the harder the and the pro-choice activist who
task, the greater the sacrifice chooses death over life regardcalled for. Paradoxically, the less, please listen. And to the one
greater the sacrifice, the greater who turns his or her head away
from environmental problems
the reward.
and ignores animal rights, listen
Have you ever heard of the to the calling. To all of you with
Ripple Effect? There is a ripple ears, listen.
effect In all we do. What you say
touches me, and what I say tou- listen to the calling, to love's
ches you. Just like when a pebble calling. Sleeping giant, this Is
is tossed into a water and creates your wake-up call! To change our
ripples that reach out touching cold, selfish, hardened hearts
the whole surface of the water, so and empty, mundane lives to embrace lives and hearts of love.
it is with our words and actions.
What one person says touches Love is calling each of us. Oh, if
someone else, which affects an- you would only answer, I promise
other and then another. This rip- you would never be the same.
pling paradigm's far-reaching And neither would the world.
effects, are truly Incredible!
More than we understand, we are Jason F. H'offe is a guest colall intimately connected to eve- umnistfur 1 he News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
People should be
held accountable

let on the bathroom wall explaining homosexual terminology.
I do not go through any dorm
preaching heterosexual ways.
We live in America, the land of
freedom with free speech.
My question then, is why
whenever anything Is said or displayed against homosexuals, that
person is held accountable.
But it is okay for a homosexual
or lesbian to stand on the street
corner and preach their excellent
ways.
Heterosexuals do not openly
persaude their sex preferences
to strangers or the student body,
so homosexuals and lesbians
should not either.

I am replying to the recent letters to the editor about homosexuality and National Coming Out
Month.
I am not in any way degrading
homosexuals or lesbians, what I
am degrading is their selfish actions making everybody aware of
their lifestyles and what they do.
Heterosexual activity is displayed on television, but that is
the fault of the directors and
producers.
You do not see heterosexuals
on talk shows crying to the public
about how bad their life is and
how grand their sex life is.
Joseph Kover
You do not see heterosexuals
Freshman
displaying information about
their sex preferences on the
walls of the residence halls.
There are no heterosexual alliances around that make sure
they have equal treatment
At the conclusion of the womThe first thing I do not want to en's swim team's third dual meet,
see in the morning is a little leaf- many people probably thought

Women's swim team
deserves recognition

we walked away with our heads
hung low. After all, we had become 0-3 for the season. But that
is probably the only Impression
people have because of the poor
coverage The News gave to our
meet against Eastern Michigan. I
guess if I weren't a swimmer or
didn't attend the meet last Saturday, I wouldn't get much out of a
single sentence either "The
women's team also had a solid
meet in its 158-142 loss to the Eagles." That's it? That is an insult.
Of the five sporting events that
took place on campus last Saturday, the only two that were not
covered in Monday's edition of
The Newswre the men's swim
meet and the women's swim
meet. The delay of results
couldn't have been a question of
time, since the second meet ended before the hockey game even
started Nor could It have been a
problem of space, since I'm sure
the staff at the News could have
squeezed that one sentence in
somewhere.
So, what was It? We found our

patience and awaited the results
in Tuesday's News, but we had to
search until the third page of
sports and search again before
locating it hi the upper corner,
taking about one-eighth of the
whole page.
So, for the people who really
care, the women's swim team
swam a tough and close meet
against a very strong and talented Eastern Michigan squad
Saturday. After getting off to a
rocky start, we came back strong
only to fall short by 12 points,
try to make it a little less obvious
next time you base your coverage on a five-minute chat with
the coach and a bunch of guesses.
We have two home meets taking
place this weekend, one Friday at
4 p.m. and one Saturday at 2 p.m.
These are our last meets at home
until January. I hope someone
from The News stops by to see
why we do deserve a lot more respect.
Alicia Kelso
Sophomore
Journalism
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"It appears that the Fed is clearly on
the case as far as fighting inflation."
-Paul Farrell, foreign exchange specialist
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15
16
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ACROSS
Take a dip
Clones
Cat s-pa-v
Ore vetn
Playground
foalure
Strong desire
Eng. river
Sword
Steek order
Tardy
Stinging plants
Apple centers
Nothing
Mother or father
Seran*
Stir to action
Hospital section
Mentally healthy
Make a mistake
Milk farms

42 54
Male deer
Great joy
Glue
Wages

51
52
54
58
62
63
65
66
67

Illuminated
A tut of crying
Postal employee
Agrees to
"Hawkeye"
Breakfast oread
Mrs. Charles
Youthful suffix
Alex TreDek, for
one
Confess
Warmth
Gardener's
need
Striplings
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Hunk
Worked a loom
Graven image
Threatens
State as true
Cutting tool
Gaby garment
First garden
Lover" s song
Shell-covered
creatures
Exam type
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12 Fairy tale
monster
13 Dregs
21 Softened the
color of
23 Nervous twitch
25 Most thin
27 Fourth estate
28 Mam artery
29 Countrified
31 Cleveland's
waterfront
32 Disloyal
33 Bring together
34 Foot pedal
36 Artifice
40 Stirs up
41 Practices boxm.
44 Chivalrous
47 Arms
storehouse

1
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Investigators to shut
down probe of bank
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WASHINGTON - A top Treasury official barred his investigators from assisting in a
criminal probe of Vietnam embargo violations and then took
steps that compromised the case,
according to documents and
government officials.
The investigation fell apart despite evidence that banks and
U.S. companies moved hundreds
of thousands of dollars to Vietnam in apparent violation of the
embargo. A subsequent audit
verified the transactions.
The probe stalled following actions in 1991 by R. Richard Newcomb, director of the Office of
Foreign Assets Control, a Treasury Department agency.
Newcomb's actions so angered
front-line Customs Service
agents that they sent written
complaints to their superiors,
officials said.
"The letters stated flatly that
Newcomb had compromised the
investigation," said one senior
government official involved in
the case, who spoke only on condition of anonymity.
Newcomb did not return more
than a half-dozen phone calls to
his office over the last month.
A subordinate's handwritten
notes, obtained by The Associated Press, state that shortly
after his office became involved
in the probe, Newcomb instructed his agents to end their contact
with federal prosecutors. He told
them that he wanted the Customs
Service "out of the loop."
Without informing Customs
officials, Newcomb then sent a
civil order to a key target of the
probe, Standard Chartered Bank,
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15 years ago

56 Brainstorm
57 Alaskan city
59 Exploding star

60 Walked
61 Logger's wots
64 High card

In The News
The graduate programs of three
University departments were charged
with racial discrimination toward
minority graduate students.
Corrective actions were taken and
grievances were resolved in all but one
department.
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GOP plans quick action
on balanced budget
amendment

WASHINGTON - Eager to get
started with their new majority,
Republican congressional
leaders moved a balanced budget
amendment toward the top of the
agenda on Tuesday as part of a
broader plan to shrink the size of
government. Rep. Newt Gingrich, who in January will be
sworn in as the first Republican
speaker in four decades, said the
House probably would vote Jan.
19 on the proposed constitutional
amendment - a scant two weeks
after the session begins.
In the Senate, GOP leader Bob
Dole met privately with several
Republicans to discuss a quick
start-up for the 104th Congress.
One senator said afterward Dole
indicated he'd move ahead swif. tly on the balanced budget
amendment.
Sen. Connie Mack of Florida
also said Dole had stressed a need
to make committee assignments
swiftly so work could begin on
the broader GOP legislative program. In addition, Dole said he
expected action early in the session on a measure authorizing
presidental power to veto individual items within larger spending bills, Mack said.
Republicans discussed how to
proceed as White House Chief of
Staff Leon Panetta journeyed to
the Capitol for the first high-level
administration session with GOP
leaders since last Tuesday's elections. Both President Clinton and
Dole and Gingrich have spoken
favorably of cooperation -- up to a
point.
In a speech before a cheering
Heritage Foundation audience,
Gingrich said the election indicated the public wants "the
president to compromise with the
Congress. It does not mean the

*
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AUDIO

instructing the New York bank to
simply stop the activities that
were under scrutiny. Angry
Treasury officials, speaking only
on condition of anonymity, said
the civil order effectively tipped
off the bank.
At the time, investigators were
trying to determine whether
American companies were providing money that moved
through the bank to Vietnam,
officials familiar with the case
told AP.
Brian Kegelman, head of marketing for Standard Chartered,
said Monday the bank would have
no comment on the case.
Newcomb's office was the
government agency charged with
enforcing the trade embargo imposed by the U.S. government
against Vietnam after the war.
That embargo was lifted earlier
this year. Until then, American
companies were barred from doing any business with Vietnam.
Newcomb's conduct is already
being investigated by the U.S. attorney, Treasury inspector general and congressional committees after an AP story in September cited documents suggesting
he dragged his feet in a criminal
case involving Texaco and violations of the Haiti embargo.

MADONNA FEST 94

FRI: Nov. 18
FRI: Nov18

Registration 10:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
"Party" 7:00 p.m.- 12:00 midnight

Dance lo Madonna music a» night long
Male A Female looh aii-e and ■ p s.n. contest (prizes 'c top 3 Dest)
Snack Duffel ■ casn bar

SAT: Nov19

§■

Madonna Memorabilia Show 10:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Buy - Sell - Trace
LP*i • CO* - 45's -12 inch singles - imports • posters - magazines -ooo*s •
concert pnotos videos tsnirts cassettes Dins patcnes and mucn more"1

:

(DEALER TABLES S50 - 6' TABLE)

AT:

ll

The Holiday Inn (Southwick) • 2429 Reynolds Rd. • Toledo, Ohio
Special room rales ■ 419-381-8765 (Mention Madonna Fest)

Congress should compromise
with the president."
"I have no interest or energy
for a debate with those who want
to raise taxes," he told the conservative think tank. "That is
over. It's gone. It's finished."
In an appearance that lasted
over an hour, Gingrich likened
the change he envisions to the
"glasnost and perestroika" that
overhauled the Soviet society
after years of communism.
Compiled from staff and wire
reports.
CHAOS.M*.
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Cancer Society Theater faces fiscal challenge
holds smokeout Department reconciles financial, educational needs
By Julie Hamilton
The BC News

By Brian Hill
The BC News

The American Cancer Society is sponsoring The Great American Smokeout Thursday to encourage smokers to quit for 24
hours. The Wellness Center is working with other campus
groups to help people who are participating.
"The smokeout is a confidence builder," said Jeanne Wright,
health education director. "If someone can stop smoking for 24
hours, then they may be encouraged to stop for even longer.
Eight million smokers have stayed off smoking after participating in The Great American Smokeout."
University student Karen Bennett agreed that this is a good
way to encourage people to quit smoking.
"I think it's too much to ask - you can't just say, 'quit smoking'. But if they take it one day at a time, it is easier," Bennett
said.
The Well, Residential Services and Greek Life are promoting
several activities on campus to remind people about the The
Great American Smokeout.
Today and Thursday, two model "working lungs" will be on
display in the Union Foyer from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. The demonstration shows people the difference between how a healthy
lung works and how one with cancer works.
In another effort to help smokers get through the day, the
people will be handing out survival packs at The Well and the
Union Foyer. The packs will contain apples, gum and information about how to stop smoking. Signs will also be posted to remind people to quit for a day.

PISANCUO'S
Opf ii Weekdays .11 -I p m Open ,il Lunch Fn S.il & Sun

203 N. Moin, n.G.

352-5166

The reviews are in, but the bills
aren't.
"Run fcr Your Wife," which
was seen by almost 1,400 people
last month, received great reviews by
viewers and
the press, but it
is not known if
the play made
money.
In all, a little
less than $4,500
was brought in
through at-thedoor ticket
sales. Additionally, 317 season passes were
used, of which a portion of each
will be added to the total income
of the show.
But it is not the money that
matters but rather the academics
and learing experience, according to F. Scott Regan, a theater
professor at the University and
director of "Run for Your Wife."
"This is academic, theater,"
Regan said. "Because our mission is education, we try to keep
ticket prices low. Over the
season some plays lose and some
make money. We try to find en-

tertaining plays to put on Inexpensively. We raise ticket prices
only as a last resort."
Ticket prices, which were last
raised two years ago, range from
$2, for the shows in the smaller
theaters, to $4 for students and
$6 for adults, for shows in the
larger theaters on campus.
Prices, according to Regan, can
be kept low because the University receives money form the
University activity account, outside sponsors and because the
actors are non-paid students.
Regan said that over the course
of the theater season the department either breaks even or loses
money. Some members of the
department, though, said they believe it would be best if things
remained that way.
"It looks bad if we do make
money and are in the black," said
Eric Lewandowskl, the University box office manager.
Lewandowskl said that if the
department took any profits and
put them back into future plays
and sets, supporters would continue to donate money. This
would allow the department to
gradually put on more big-name
plays.
One of the bigger name plays
to be put on this year is Shakespeare's "MacBeth." The play

will be one of the more expensive
ones this year, as the actors need
special training to be provided by
a fight choreographer. The numerous sets and more elaborate
costumes will also increase the
cost, as well as the insurance that
needs to be gotten and technical
equipment that needs to be
bought.
Because "MacBeth" will be
running in the more popular,
609-seat Eva Marie Saint
Theater, the elaborate set and
costumes will be mostly offset by
the money brought in from the
numerous people the theater will
hold per show.
Shows performed in the
180-seat Joe E. Brown Theater
and 60- to 70-seat theater In 411
South Hall use slightly smaller
and more Inexpensive sets. The
plays using these smaller sets
often do not bring in enough
money to cover the cost of their
production.
"The smaller shows seat only ■
about 60 people, so we tend to
lose money," Regan said. "For'
our bigger and more expensive'
plays, we hope to .draw more
people and make up for the smaller shows."
Therefore the department,
while planning its season, tries to
pick plays it thinks will be big-

draws to help make up for the
smaller shows, according to
Mark Burnette, a theater doctoral student and the department's advertising manager.
"We try to publicize each show
equally," Burnette said. "But it Is
hard to say what is going to draw
people In. We try to figure out
which shows will appeal to people. It helps to get some big-name
plays like 'MacBeth'."

"Over the season
some plays lose and
some make money.
We try to find
entertaining plays to
put on
inexpensively."
F. Scott Regan
theater professor at the University
"Our choice of plays builds on
considering which will get people
in," Regan added. "The 'big
name' plays often draw in more
people."

Burnette said that although a
play is a "big name" play, It does
not necessarily mean it will sell
out and may even lose money.
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The performance involved an
orchestra of more than 75 performers with a chorus of 200,
plus four vocal soloists. Bracey
was selected to be one of the four
soloists through the submission
of an audition tape.
"This is what I do and what I
love to do," Bracey said. "This

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL AND
INTERFRATERNITY COUNCIL
PRESENT...

was obviously a very big gig for
me that turned out to be a huge
Bracey has been at the University for two years after receiving
his degree from Michigan State
University and the University of
Michigan. He has been a regional
finalist in the New York Metropolitan Opera Auditions and a
winner In the National Association of Teachers of Singing Competition.

(9reeiou5 Moment^

DATE:
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1994
TIME: 7:30 PM
PLACE: THE GRAND BALL ROOM

The United States flag was
displayed at half-mast at the
University Monday and Tuesday to observe the death of retired University employee
Jack French.
French, who died Friday,
worked at the president's
house as part of the maintenance staff from 1970 until his
retirement on April 1, 1980.
French was hired in July 1967
as a building maintenance supervisor.

"He did whatever they •
needed done," said Chuck
Codding, assistant director of
the Physical Plant. "He was a
nice, cooperative guy."
University Lt. Gene Bratt
said it is a standard procedure
to lower the flag after the!
death of any person affiliated
with the University.
"It will happen with any
student that we are advised of
or any employee of the University," Bratt said.

APEC

LEADERSHIP TO
LIVE
PROGRAM BY AVOC:
IDS VOLUNTEERS
F CINCINNATI
A REALISTIC LOOK INTO
LIVING WITH AIDS AND THE
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WITH UNDERSTANDING THIS I
. EPIDEMIC OF THE 90'S
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at
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Thursday
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5PMto8PM
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representative
■will be at Gen's
with
the newest
Precious
Moments
products
and
information.

Continued from page one.

country to lower barriers," said
President Jiang Zemin of China
Some critics pointed to a clause
in the declaration stating that
those who desire to lower barriers faster may do so, while others "may Join at a later date."
Hong Kong Financial Secretary Hamish Macleod acknowledged being troubled by this
clause, but said he had been assured It was simply intended to
help new members join APEC.
To critics who say the deadline
is too distant to be meaningful,
advocates point out that lt took
the European Union 35 years of
painstaking negotiation to eliminate trade barriers.

SPRING

"I would say to Europe, don't
get too worried - Europe is not
the model we're aiming at," Macleod said.
Some Asian countries pointed
out the difficulties they are experiencing getting their economies into shape for World Trade
Organization membership.
"We ourselves are encumbered
with this problem with agriculture," said Prime Minister Tcmllchl Murayama of Japan..
"Other countries also have
their unique difficulties as well,
and how we address these problems should be taken up In depth
In the process of drawing up the
action agenda," he said.
He mentioned South Korea,
which was wracked by protests
last year when it opened its markets to imported rice.
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Bottled water sales increase

olice

Area merchants dispute effects of recent report
By Aaron Gray
The BG News
Reports of high herbicide
levels in Bowling Green's
drinking water have increased
bottled waters sales from a
trickle to a downpour, according to local grocery store managers.
"Tap Water Blues," a report
released in October, named
Bowling Green drinking water
as having the third-highest
level of cancer-causing herbicides in the country.
Sales of bottled spring water
have risen noticeably since
that time, said Josephine Vollmar, supervisor of Chily's Express in the Kreischer Quadrangle.
"We're having a hard time

keeping the stuff on the shelf,"
Vollmar said.
The store, which carries
Aquapenn and Evian spring
water, has increased its orders
by four cases a week for each
sized container.
"I would say that it's probably due to the news about
Bowling Green water," Vollmar said.
Jack Miller, assistant manager of Churchill's Super Market, estimated that sales of bottled water at the store have increased by SO percent in the
past monthThere has also been an increase in the use of a water
purification machine that the
store has. Miller said.
For 25 cents a gallon, customers can run a jug of water

through what is called
"reverse osmosis treatment."
According to the description
on the machine, the process involves running water through
carbon filters that remove
chlorine, odors and bad taste.
The water also goes through ultraviolet light that destroys
any possible bacteria.
In the past month, more customers have been bringing in
jugs of water to be purified in
the machine, Miller said.
Kroger store manager Dave
Roberts said that he has seen
some added sales of spring
water in the past month, but
sales of these products are always very high.
"I've seen a slight increase
but nothing very significant,"

Roberts said. "We're certainly
not selling any less of it."
Roberts said that he thinks
most residents of Bowling
Green have always been wary
about drinking the water,
which is why they have traditionally bought a lot of bottled water.
The slight increase in the
past month is probably due to
University students who are
just now learning about it as
well, Roberts said.
Joel Burg, manager of GT
Express in McDonald Quadrangle, said he expected to see a
sales increase when news of
herbicide levels in the water
came out, but he has seen very
little change.

College of Musical Arts at BGSU presents

BAND-O-RAMA
Bruce Moss, Mark S. Kelly & Thomas Rohrer, conducting

DON'T CRUS€ TH€ €ND OF R FRIENDSHIP
DON'T DRINK AND DRIV€

Fall Wind Ensemble
Fall Concert Band
Falcon Marching Band
Sunday, November 20 • 4 PM • Kobacker Hall
Moore Musical Arts Center • College of Musical Arts
GENERAL ADMISSION:
$5 adults & $3 students/senior citizens
Tickets on sale through College Band
members and the Center Box Office,
call 372-8171 or 800/589-2224.

An Exciting and Mcmnrahle Aftrrnmin of Band Afj
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• A woman reported to police
that her daughter, who lives on
Eighth Street, has been receiving
strange phone calls. According to
the police report, the daughter
has received calls from a person
associated with "Children's Action" who leaves adoption information for her roommate. The
daughter reportedly did not
know that her roommate was
pregnant. According to the police
report, the mother thought the
situation was "quite strange" and
asked the Bowling Green detective division to follow up on
the identification of the caller.
• Bowling Green police discovered a resident of Dunbar
Hall had a "crocodilian reptile"
in his room Thursday night. An
officer made the discovery when
he visited the resident to inquire
about telephone fraud charges.
The officer reportedly called another officer to help him with
removal of the reptile. According
to the police report, the officer
said he would keep the animal at
his home overnight due to Veteran's Day.
• Police made a call back to a
Bowling Green residence Thursday night to investigate a 911
hang up. According to the police
report, upon calling back a child
answered the phone and hung up.
Upon arrival at the residence, an
officer found children playing
outside in the yard. The officer
reportedly found that the 4-yearold child had called 911 because
he was mad that his brother took
his rake.

• A man called police Friday
night to report he had his watch,
wallet and boots stolen while
sleeping on the couch overnight.
The man had reportedly been
staying at a friend's apartment.
According to the police report,
the man has talked with the residents of the apartment, but none
of them knew where his belongings were.
• Police observed a group of
people walking down East Woostcr Street Saturday night when
he saw one of them drop a case of
beer. According to the police report, one of the people was observed picking up beers that had
fallen out of the case. The people
reportedly ran when the officer
told them to stop. Later, they reportedly stopped and cooperated
with the officer.
• On Saturday, a man told
bouncers at a local bar that he
was a police officer. The man reportedly was drunk.
• A resident of Campbell Hill
Road reported noise coming
from a nearby apartment Saturday night. Police reportedly told
a resident of the apartment to
turn the volume down. The residents reportedly turned the music back up after the officer left.
According to the police report,
police later spoke with a resident
of the apartment who had
"several drunk Canadians in the
apartment." The officer reportedly told the resident "if we have
to return, they'll all go to jail."
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Hamilton leads Kids encourage parents to vote
Ohio counties Voter education program for children affects adults
in dispossessed
By James Hannah
The Associated Press

COLUMBUS - When Tessi
Wright ami her family moved
to Cincinnati from Gallipolis,
the 6-year-old joined Hamilton
County's population of homeless children
A report released Tuesday
by the Public Children Services Association of Ohio
showed the county leading the
state with 2.HK4 homeless
children in lVJ.i There are
15,090 homeless children in
Ohio.
The non-profit association
represents the children services agencies in Ohio's 88
counties. The report, called
The Challenge Continues:
Strengthening Ohio's Families, W8S compiled using 1990
U.S. Census data, estimates of
local homeless advocates and
information from state agencies.
Tessi's parents, Donald and
Brenda Wright, both have bad
backs and are unable to work.
They moved to Cincinnati in
August so Mrs. Wright could
see a back specialist She had
surgery last week and since
has been released.
But the family, which is on
public assistance, does not

have enough money to rent or
buy a house. They currently
are staying at the Chabad
1 louse of Cincinnat i shelter.
Mrs. Wright said Tessi can't
understand what happened.
"It was devastating. At first,
Tessi was crying and upset all
the time," she said.
Crystal Ward Allen, PCSA
special projects coordinator,
attributes the homeless problem to increases in poverty,
teen pregnancy, alcohol and
substance abuse, and a serious
lack of affordable housing.
"We feel very clearly that
this is a conservative count
and we've heard from homeless advocates who feel we've
been very conservative in our
counts," Allen said.
If workers' compensation
benefits don't come through
soon, the f;imily will live in a
shelter for 12 more weeks
while Mrs. Wright completes
therapy.
Allen said other agencies,
like the Bureau of Workers'
Compensation, must become
more efficient so families
don't lose their homes.
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DAYTON -- A program created
to teach kids the value of voting
may have done the same for their
parents.
Ohio Secretary of State Bob
Taft said Tuesday the program
may account - at least in part ~
- for increased voter turnout in
three counties last week.
Statewide, turnout for the general election was down from the
1990 midterm election. But in
Montgomery and Greene
counties in southwestern Ohio

and Summit County in northeastern Ohio - the only counties
in Ohio where "Kids Voting"
programs operate ~ more people
voted than in 1990.
The highest increase was in
Montgomery, where 11,673 more
voters showed up at the polls. In
Greene, 2,252 more people voted,
and in Summit, 750 more cast ballots.
"We can't scientifically ascribe
that to Kids Voting, but we can
certainly presume it had some
impact," Taft said.
Cheryl Harvey, executive director of Kids Voting in North-

east Ohio in Akron, said the program generated political discussions at home among the children
and their parents.
Election workers reported that
many people who re-registered
before the Nov. 8 election said
their kids had gotten them interested in voting again.
"I think the child's enthusiasm
awakens their enthusiasm - And
it squelches the cynicism some of
us acquire as we go along," she
said.
Susan Darcy, executive director of Kids Voting Ohio, said
adult voting has increased an

average of 3 percent in communities that offer Kids Voting programs.
"I think in part that kids are
bringing parents back into the
voting fold by discussing it at
home or shaming parents into it,"
Darcy said.
The program educates children from kindergarten through
12th grade about voting. The goal
is to help them make informed
and solid decisions when they
become adults. The kids cast
practice ballots in actual races in
areas set up for the program at
polling places.

Lawsuit pending Transition team
for noise pollution includes Ohioans
TOLEDO - Seven families are
suing an air cargo company that
operates a hub at Toledo Express
Airport, claiming that the company is generating too much
noise and fumes.
The lawsuit seeks $5 million
for each family from Burlington
Air Express Inc. and the ToledoLucas County Port Authority,
which operates the airport.
Three current or former port authority officials also are listed as
defendants.
Most of Burlington's flights
are at night. The lawyer for the
families, David Zoll, has filed
noise-related suits on behalf of
about 70 people since the hub
opened in September 1991.
The lawsuit was filed Friday in
Lucas County Common Pleas
Court.
The suit says the port authority
has not corrected noise and fume
problems as it had promised to do
and Is trying to bring more cargo

DO YOU NEED A
CANDY HOLDER?
Come to a
Ceramics
Class
December 1, 8
7:00 - 9:00 pm
$15 per person
check, cash, bursar
Sign up in: UAO office
Nov. 14-18, 21-22
For more info.: 2-7164
2-2343

TRAINING

CORPS

carriers to the airport.
The authority is negotiating
with American International
Freight Inc., of Ypsilantl, Mich.,
to operate another cargo hub at
Toledo Express.
Officials of Burlington, based
in Irvine, Calif., and the port authority did not return phone calls
seeking comment Tuesday.
Zoll asked that the families'
suit be transferred to another
county, saying without explanation that they cannot get a fair
hearing in Lucas County.

WASHINGTON - Four Ohioans will be part of the team working out the details for the House Republicans' transition into
power.
The speaker-in-waiting, Rep. Newt Gingrich, R-Ga, earlier
had appointed Ohio Reps. John Boehner and Deborah Pryce to
the transition team, with Boehner given authority over personnel matters and Pryce serving in an undetermined capacity.
On Tuesday, eight incoming freshmen were added, including
Ohio Rep.-elect Steve Chabot of Cincinnati and North Carolina
Rep.-elect Sue Myrick, who was born in Tiffin, Ohio, and graduated from Heidelberg College.
Rep. Jim Nussel, R-Iowa, who is heading the transition team,
said the newcomers were being added for their "outsider" perspective.
"We want to tap them as fresh troops from the field, people
who just came out of the field having gone door to door visiting
with folks, drinking coffee over at the coffee shops," he said.

Legislature takes aim at doves
By John Chaliant
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Mourning doves
found themselves under the gun
on Tuesday, courtesy of some
legislative lame ducks.
State senators voted 17-15 at a
post-election session to add the
state's estimated 4 million doves
to the game bird list.
That designation could make
them eligible for hunting as early
as next fall.
Seventeen votes were needed
to approve the bill that authorizes the Ohio Division of
Wildlife to conduct an annual
hunting season.
The legislation was pending in
the Senate since House approval
In May 1993. It now goes to Gov.
George Voinovich, who is expected to sign it.
Approval of the bill without
debate came as partisans on both
sides of the issue crowded into
the chamber's gallery and hallways to watch.
Hunting advocates wore lapel
cards that read, "I Support Dove

Hunting." Opponents had campaign-style buttons with a dove
photo that pleaded, "Doves Don't
Deserve Death."
Senate Agriculture Chairman
Ben Gaeth, R-Defiance, the bill's
chief backer in the Senate, said
Ohio would join 37 other states
that allow hunting the migratory
bird.

"Doves can change direction, speed and
altitude in a split second. They are not an
easy target."
Ben Gaeth
Senate Agriculture Chairman
Gaeth said hunting would not
affect the overall dove population because the bird is prolific,
hatching three or four times a
season with three or four birds a
nest.
"Doves fly at speeds of 30 to 40
miles per hour, up to 70 miles per
hour. Doves can change direc-

PARTICIPATE IN THE FAST FOR WORLD HARVEST
By going without food on November 17th. I offlim my commitment to o
mote equol shoring ol me world's horvesr. I pledge i
to the hunger fund.
Yes. I would like ro portlclpote In the Prayer Service ond Hunger Conquer
on Thursday. November 17th storting or 5:15 p.m.
Name

tion, speed and altitude in a split
second. They are not an easy target," he said.
The Humane Society of the
United States was disappointed
at passage of the bill.
"To have it hinge on just one
vote is very demoralizing," said
Bill Long, director of government affairs.

_Phone No.

Address.
Send donotlons ro STM HARVEST FUND • 425 Thursrln Ave. • D.G.. OH -13402

Approval came when Senate
President Stanley Aronoff,
R-Cincinnati, cast the 17th vote.
"I was told by Senator Aronoff
that he wouldn't be the tiebreaking vote on the Poor," Long
said. "This was mere.y an example of a blood sport, just killing
this bird."
Aronoff said there were
enough votes in the Senate to
pass the bill without his support.
He said Sen. Jan Michael Long,
D-Clrcleville, would have voted
for it. Long was vacationing in
Cancun, Mexico, and did not attend the session.
Aronoff said he consistently
agreed to bring the bill up when
there were enough votes in the
Rules Committee, the panel he
heads that schedules legislation
for action.

^Vcatv American Graduate Student AsSOcUf.

GET MONEY FROM YOUR UNCLE INSTEAD.
Youi Uncle Sam Every year Army
ROTC awards scholarships lo hundreds
of talented students If you qualify,
these merit-based scholarships can
help you pay tuition and educational

fees They even pay a flat rate for textbooks and supplies You can also receive
an allowance of up to $1000 each
school year the scholarship is in
effect. Find out today if you qualify

FIRST FALL FORMAL
to benefit Project Search
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For details, visit Captain Boisseau, rm 151 Memorial Hall or
call
372-2476

£V

African Americans Advocating Growth, Scholarship, Awareness
Presents

Ifudnw tkk.tn $10
JtudwW Tabled J»»

TicWfi Available er f he Deer
Attires formal/ ■•mi-formal/ dress wear

Saturday, November 19,1994
8 p.m. -12 a.m. Lenhart Grand Ballroom

Cash Bar
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BG prepares to Falcon women look to improve
work on defense
By Scott Brown
The BC News

By Matty Fuller
The BC News

On the offensive side of the
court, the Falcons will try to
minimize turnovers and
create a tempo that clicks in
their favor.
Senior center Shane KlineRuminski will lead the
offensive attack.
Kllne-Rumlnski, last year's
second-team All-MAC center
is complemented by one of the
best backcourts in the league.
The sophomore tandem of Jay
Larranaga and Antonio Daniels causes all kinds of trouble
for opponents.

In anticipation of the regular season, the men's basketball squad will try to hone its
skills tonight against the Latvia National Select Team. The
exhibition contest will tip-off
at 8 p.m. in Anderson Arena
Latvia enters the game as an
unknown to BG coach Jim
Larranaga and his team.
"We really don't know anything about these type of
teams until they arrive in our
country. In this case, Latvia
has played Defiance and OU,
two teams we have on our
schedule, so it's really hard to
get any information on them,"
Larranaga said.
During the game, when the
Falcons get accustomed to
Latvia's style, they will incorporate their various types of
defenses.
"We played two of our defenses in our first exhibition
game; this time we will play
four. It's important for us to
start creating more game-like
conditions for the regular
season," Larranaga said.
"We must keep improving
on a pattern of play. We are
going to have to know when to
press, when to zone and when
to scramble," he added.
Another aspect BG will
gauge during this contest is
rebounding talent.
"Usually when you play
European teams, they are very
tall," Larranaga explained.
"When you play a tall team
like this, you are going to be
able to determine what your
rebounding game is going to
The BC Newi/Roii Wcltzner
be like."
Senior center Shane KlineRum Inskl goes up for a shot.

Cooper resolves to
defeat Wolverines
By Rusty Miller
The Associated Press

game, but said he expected his
team to be ready to play with or
without a raucous pregame talk
COLUMBUS - If need be, em- from him.
battled Ohio State coach John "I dont think there's a coach I
Cooper said Tuesday he would do know of who thinks you're going
just about anything to get his to win a football game by giving a
team to beat rival Michigan in little pep talk before the game,"
their annual showdown Saturday. Cooper said. "But there's also not
a coach I know of who doesn't do
Asked by a reporter during his everything he can to get his team
weekly news conference if he mentally ready to play. Some run
would consider firing up the their fist through the blackboard,
Buckeyes with a Knute Rockne- some kick the waterbucket. Some
like pregame speech. Cooper yell and scream."
said, "I wont do a Rockne. There The bottom line, Cooper said, Is
was only one Rockne that I know that an emotional speech isn't a
guarantee that your team will
of. I'll do a Cooper."
A day after a Michigan player play well.
said he wanted to win so Cooper "If there was anything magical
would lose his job, the Ohio State about that, I'd give the same one
head coach appeared to be on every week," he said.
edge. Before fielding questions Asked if he ever gives rah-rah
on a conference call, he said he talks to his team. Cooper said, "It
would answer only questions per- depends. Sometimes. I'm John
Cooper. I do what I think is best
taining to the game.
The first question dealt with to get us ready."
injured Michigan wide receiver The winner of the 91st meeting
Walter Smith saying Monday, of the teams will finish second in
"We want to get Cooper fired. the Big Ten and play in the ComThat's what I want to do. We want pUSA Florida Citrus Bowl Jan. 2
to keep on beating them and beat- in Orlando against the Southeastern Conference runner-up.
ing them until he's not there."
An upset Cooper repeated he The loser will likely go to the
would not answer any questions Thrifty Car Rental Holiday Bowl
dealing with anything other than Dec. 30 in San Diego against the
Western Athletic Conference
the game.
Then the second question dealt champion.
with Cooper's 0-5-1 record
Michigan, ranked 15th, is 7-3
against Michigan as Ohio State
overall and matches Ohio State's
head coach.
"You can't hear," an agitated 5-2 Big Ten record.
Cooper said.
Ohio State, because it has
Moments later, he cut off the played and won one more game,
conference call prematurely would finish second In case of a
when he had to wait on a caller.
tie against Michigan. Cooper got
The questions about Cooper's burned four years ago when he
job security come up every year went on fourth and one at his own
during Michigan week, if not 29 against Michigan. The Wolversooner. He has one year remain- ines stopped Ohio State and
ing on his contract after the kicked a last-second field goal to
completion of this season. Despite a 8-3 record and a No. 22 win 16-13.
ranking in the poll, many people
Cooper said he hoped Michlga..
on radio call-in shows and In letters to the editor have proposed coach Gary Moeller had to decide
whether to go for a win or a tie
that he be fired.
He deflected any references to this time, but then conceded that
his record against Michigan or the Buckeyes would play for a
the ramifications of Saturday's win If given a chance.

It's there. Now it's just a question of the women's basketball
team sustaining it.
The women had a couple of
good stretches in last week's
84-57 loss at the hands of the Athletes in Action. Now it's a question of sustaining those good
stretches as they ready for their
second preseason tune-up tonight
against the Latvian National
Team.
"We need to be better longer,"
Falcon head coach Jacl Clark
said. "There were times that we
did nice things [last week], but
we couldn't sustain them over a
period of time. We definitely
need to cut down on turnovers
and give ourselves a chance with
ball possession."
Turnovers did indeed hurt the
Falcons - they committed a very
un-BG-like 33 against the Athletes in Action. Clark will be looking for her team to control the
ball more and rely on their rebounding prowess against the
Latvians.
"I think our strength is in our
posts again," Clark said. "We outrebounded a very big Athletes in
Action team [by a count of 40-35].
When we did get back In transition, we did a pretty good job in
the half-court offense.
"It's going to be important with
the Latvian team to make sure
that if we think our inside game
is going to be a strength, and we
think that we are going to outrebound our opponents that we
do that on a consistent basis," she
added.
One thing that was not consistent for the Falcons was individual scoring. Senior Michelle
Shade was the leading scorer
with 16 points, followed by Jenny
Kulics with 15 and freshman
Sara Puthof f with a dozen, but no
other player scored more than
three.
Clark is not that concerned
with the scoring this early in the
season.
"That's going to come around,"
Clark said. "We're going to get
The BG Nc wi/Ron Weltincr
some more, I think. I'm not sure
Falcon guard Jenny Kulics looks to pass during a game last season. Kulics scored 15 points la the Falwe can ask more from Michelle
cons pre-season opener. The BG women play the Latvian national team tonight
Shade. She had a near-perfect
game. Jenny [Kulics] scored, but
we had too many turnovers in
that category there.
Bowling Green has added some
"We've added some new stuff
The women's program grabbed
"I think for every positive you new things as the preseason has to our press and some new twists a pair of early high school
give us, you can give us a couple progressed. The team will con- to our offense," Clark said. "It's signees last week. Three Ohio
of negatives. I think a lot of it; tinue to press and run a little going to be important to see how prep stars - Chrissy Billiter
this team still needs some expefrom Elida, Jacki Raterman from
rience," she said.
Versailles and Hamilton-Badin's
Despite the team's lack of exJill DeFossee - will be Falcons
perience - four new starters this
next year.
season - media members picked
"This is a very, very skilled
the Falcons to finish third In the
class," Clark said. "All of these
MAC this season. Bowling Green
girls will be great players for
has won the MAC title two years
us."
running. Again, Clark took the
Jaci Clark
Tip-off for the contest with the
coaches' usual path around the
Falcon basketball head coach Latvian team is 5:45 this evening
balloting issue.
at Anderson Arena. It is the
"It doesn't really matter,"
team's final preseason scrimClark said. "Each team controls more than in the past, but has we execute those under game- mage. The season opener is Nov.
their own destiny."
29atXavier.
added some different variations.
like conditions."

"The last scrimmage, I was glad that it was
early because we were ready for that, just to
go out and see what we could do. This time, I
think we'll be a little more ready."

Trent vows for revenge
By Rutty Miller
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Ohio University star Gary Trent says his
only regret going into Wednesday's opener at Ohio State in
the Preseason National Invitation Tournament is that the
Buckeyes aren't at full
strength.
Since the end of last season,
two starters have transferred
and three other players were
kicked off the Ohio State team
for a variety of crimes.
The bottom line is that the
Buckeyes will be putting a depleted, short and thin squad on
the court at St John Arena
against the Bobcats.
"I wish they had all the
players that got kicked off
their team so there wouldn't be
any - excuses," Trent said.
Ohio State likely will go with
a lineup that includes one
starter from last year, 6*9"
Tony Watson, along with a
backup point guard, 6' Doug
Etzler. Rounding out the first
unit will be a transfer (Rick
Yudt), a third-year walk-on.

known better as a high jumper
on the OSU track team (Otis
Winston), and a true freshman
(either Robert Shelton or Carlos Davis).
"My concern is getting
everybody on the same page, to
be as competitive as we can,"
Ohio State head coach Randy
Ayers said. "I like the progress
we've made, but we've got to
get better to have a chance to
win some games."
To make matters worse, Ohio
State is coming off its first losing season (13-16) in 17 years
while Ohio U. went 25-8, won
the Mid-American Conference
regular-season and tournament
titles, and played in the NCAA
tournament
Ohio U. also returns eight of
the top nine players from that
team.
Trent, a 6-foot-8 junior, is a
two-time MAC player of the
year. Last season he averaged
25.4 points and 11.4 rebounds a
game, tops in his conference in
both categories and 11th and
12th in the nation respectively.
And he's coming home. The
graduate of Columbus' Hamil-

ton Township High School was
passed over by Ohio State recruiters because he was a
small center who played with
his back to the basket and had
not qualified under Prop 48.
But soon after signing with
Ohio U„ he passed eligibility
requirements. He has also bulked up he can bench press 400
pounds while proving he can
play away from the paint.
"Six of our 10 players are
from central Ohio," Trent said.
"So everyone is familiar with
everyone It's not actually like
an away game. It's different.
It's an away game, but sort of
like some teams have two
different home sites."
The game also will mark the
first time his father has seen
him play a collegiate game.
Dexter Trent spent the last few
years at a Kentucky prison on
drug charges.
Ohio University coach Larry
Hunter cautions that no one
should look at the game as a
measuring stick of how far the
Bobcats have risen and how far
the Buckeyes have fallen.

Bengals'
Broussard
out of
hospital
By The Associated Press
CINCINNATI -- Cincinnati
Bengals running back Steve
Broussard was released from a
hospital Monday after tests
found no permanent damage
from a collision that left him
temporarily numb.
Broussard was taken from the
field on a stretcher with four
minutes left in a 34-31 victory
Sunday over the Houston Oilers.
His legs went numb after he
made a block and jammed his
neck.
His legs returned to normal
within a couple of hours of the Injury and there were no lingering
problems Monday, trainer Paul
Sparling said.
"He's sore, he's aching, but
neurologically everything is
fine," he said.
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Baseball salaries Cincy receivers back in offense
increase slightly
By Joe Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI - First, Darnay
Scott puts up back-to-back
150-yard receiving games. Then
Carl Pickens has a career day
with 188 yards and three touchdowns.
What's gotten into the Cincinnati Bengals' receivers lately?
For the first time since the
days of Sam Wyche's breakneck
offense, Bengals receivers are
putting up big numbers on a consistent basis. A corps that had
just two 100-yard receiving
games last season one by a tight
end has put up three already this
season.
Why the sudden surge? Partly
a new maturity, partly a new determination, and mostly a new
quarterback.
It's no coincidence that Jeff
Blake has been throwing the ball
during the three-game upswing.
Unlike David Klingler, who lacks
touch on the long pass, Blake
floats the ball out there for his
receivers to run under.
"He's got a very strong arm
and he has the ability to touch it
up when it needs to be touched
up," head coach Dave Shula said.
"He understands what it means
to throw the ball with air under
It."
That bombs-away style is perfectly suited to Scott, whose
speed is his main asset, and Pickens, whose strong point is outjumping cornerbacks for jump
balls. The two of them have combined for 32 catches, 645 yards
and five touchdowns in Blake's
three starts.

By Ronald Blum
The Associated Press

Tuesday to general managers
during their meetings in Phoenix.
A copy was obtained by The AsNEW YORK - The amount of sociated Press.
money paid to players would
According to management fighave gone up less than 3 percent ures, the average player salary
this year without a strike, ac- rose 8.5 percent to $1,153,343, up
cording to figures compiled by from $1,062,780. That's the secmanagement's player relations ond-lowest increase since 1988
committee.
and the fourth-lowest rise since
the free agent era began followThe payrolls of the 28 clubs, ing the 1976 season.
absent a strike, would have been
$908,477,950, according to the
The dollar increase was smalfigures. That's up from ler because fewer players were
$905,104,594 last year.
in the majors this year on Aug.
31, 19 days after the players
If the season had been com- struck.
pleted, the payroll total would
have increased by about $20 milDespite the strike, rosters
lion more because of perform- expanded to 40 after Aug. 31, the
ance bonuses. Players earned date used for annual salary stud$9.38 million in performance boies. There were 761 players on
nuses this year, down from Aug. 31 rosters, 55 fewer than
$23.90 million in 1993. The perlast year.
centage of performance bonuses
The final average will increase
earned fell from 60 percent to 19 slightly when bonuses for Gold
percent.
Gloves and Silver Slugger
The report was distributed awards are counted.
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"I know all I've got to do is get
the ball anywhere in the vicinity
and they're going to come down
with it," Blake said. "They're
coming out and catching everything."
It wasn't tfiat way when Klingler was in the game, in part
because he tended to overthrow
the long pass and in part because
the receivers simply didn't make
plays for him.
Scott, a second-round draft
pick out of San Diego State,
started to emerge just as Klingler sprained his knee. He had
four catches for a career-high 69
yards in Klingler's last full game.

In Blake's first two games, he
totaled 155 and 157 yards receiving and played most of the game.
"He's really starting to blossom," Shula said. "He has the
ability to run under a ball down
the field as well as anybody I've
ever seen. That's a great attribute to have. And Jeff has done a
nice job of laying it in there for
him."
"Early in the year he'd play for
a while and then he'd have some
lapses and have to come out.
Most rookies go through that it's
tough for them to play through a
whole game and maintain the
concentration level that you
need. And as the year has gone
on, his period of time when he's
APpholaTom Uhlmtn
effective out there has lengthened."
Cincinnati Bengals quarterback Jeff Blake gets off a pass
In Pickens' case, it was just a
against the Houston Oilers. Blake threw four touchdown passes
matter of playing a game against
in the game, three were to Carl Pickens.
Houston. He has an intense personal rivalry with Oilers' defensive backs Cris Dishman and
Darryll Lewis.
Pickens, a third-year pro, has
Blake has been most impres- had his best and worst games
sive on the long pass. He's against Houston. He caught sevthrown touchdowns of 50, 55 and en passes for 127 yards in their
67 yards and has other comple- first game last season, then had
tions of 33, 47 and 76 yards on just one catch for 11 yards in the
lobs.
rematch.

You Can Learn A Lot From A
Dummy.
Buckle Your Safety Belt.

HOME FALCON BASKETBALL PREVIEW TONIGHT AT ANDERSON ARENA!
vs.. LATVIA NATIONAL TEAM...WOMEN 5:45 PM., MEN 8:00 PM

ATTENTION SENIORS

Last 3 Days for Senior Portaits
Check your letter from the studio
for your pre-appointed sitting time.
Call The KEY at 372-8086 or stop by 28 West Hall.
Hours are 10 a.m.-l p.m.; 2-6 p.m. daily
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AP names All-Americans, Cavs down Hurricane coach
Hornets
Williamson gets most votes with Mills' entertains offers
By Steven wine

By Jim 0' Connell
The Associated Press

buzzer shot

NEW YORK -- Corliss Williamson, one of the five starters reBy Chuck Melvln
turning to defending national
The Associated Press
champion Arkansas, led the AP
preseason All-America team
CLEVELAND - Chris Mills hit
Tuesday, missing out on being a
a desperate 3-pointer at the buzunanimous selection by one vote.
zer in regulation time and Tyrone
The 6-foot-7 junior was selectHill sank the go-ahead jumper in
ed as the Southeastern Conferovertime as the Cleveland Cavaence player of the year last
liers beat the Charlotte Hornets
season and capped his great
89-86 Tuesday night.
sophomore campaign by being
The Hornets have dropped all
selected the Most Outstanding
14 of their road games against
Player of the Final Four.
Cleveland, the previous 13 at the
Williamson was named on 65
Richfield Coliseum and now one
ballots from a 66-member
at Gund Arena.
national media panel and was
Cleveland trailed by eight with
joined on the preseason team by
three minutes left in regulation
Joe Smith of Maryland, the secand appeared all but out of it
ond-leading vote-getter with 41,
after Muggsy Bogues sank two
Michael Finley of Wisconsin, 39,
foul shots that put Charlotte
Damon Stoudamire of Arizona,
ahead 78-75 with three seconds to
37, and Shawn Respert of Michigo.
gan State, 32.
But after a timeout, Mills inRandolph Childress of Wake
bounded the ball to John WilForest was the next-highest voteliams and took a quick return
getter with 22 votes.
pass near the top of the key, then
Williamson led the top-ranked
shot a 25-footer over Hersey
Razor-backs in scoring and reHawkins that nestled into the
bounding last season with averbasket as the buzzer was soundages of 20.4 and 7.7. He shot 63
ing.
percent from the field and was
Dell Curry gave the Hornets
selected a second-team All their only lead of the extra period
American after last season.
on a goaltended layup that put
Known for his strength and
them ahead 86-85 with 1:41 to go.
quickness, Williamson was deHill, however, found himself
scribed by coach Nolan Richwide open near the foul line and
APpholo/ScollI«kowl
ardson as "pound for pound, the
sank the jumper ~ a rarity for
Michigan State guard Shawn Respert tries to put up a shot while
strongest player in the world."
him - with 37 seconds left to give
being guarded by Duke's Antonio Lang. Respert was named a
Smith burst onto the national
Cleveland an 87-86 lead it never
First Team AII-American Tuesday.
scene last season as the center
relinquished.
for a young team and led the TerCharlotte's Larry Johnson
None of the Ail-Americans missed a f alia way jumper with 20
rapins to the NCAA West Re- Ten's career scoring leader.
Last year's preseason All- from last season returned to
gional semifinals where they lost
seconds to go, and Williams built
to Michigan. He averaged 19.4 America also had a leading vote- school with Hill graduating and Cleveland's lead to three points
points and 10.7 rebounds and was getter miss being a unanimous underclassmen Robinson, the by making two free throws with
just the third freshman to ever selection by one vote: Eric Mon- player of the year, Jason Kidd of nine seconds left. Johnson
be selected a first-team All- tross of North Carolina, while California, Donyell Marshall of missed a 3-pointer at the buzzer.
Grant Hill of Duke and Glenn Connecticut and Clifford Rozier
Atlantic Coast Conference pick.
Hill led Cleveland with 22
Finley is considered one of the Robinson of Purdue were left off of Louisville all opting to enter points and his second consecumore versatile players in the four ballots.
the NBA draft.
tive 16-rebound game.
country. The 6-6 swingman averaged 20.4 points and 6.7 rebounds
last season as he led the Badgers
Society of Professional Journalists
Arthur Victor Painting, Inc., a
to their first NCAA tournament
leading residential painting
berth in 47 years. He shot 36.3
RAFFLE
company, seeks results oriented
percent from 3-point range,
•A
individuals tor summer '95
opening things up inside for himCost: 50tf or 3/81.00
positions in Kent, Akron,
self and center Rashard Griffith.
Columbus, Cincinnati, and Dayton.
Stoudamire, one of the
Tickets will be on sale
quickest players In the country,
Friday, November 11 through
Qualified candidates will have
was part of what was considered
Wednesday, November 16
85
strong interpersonal skills,
last season's best backcourt as
demonstrable leadership abilities,
the Wildcats reached the Final
at the BG News Office: 210 West
and effective
Four. Khalid Reeves has graduJOvlKAlHTS
Nail. For more information contact
ated and that leaves Stoudamire
planning/organizational skills.
Leah or Julie at 372-6966.
Previous management or
a chance to improve on his aversupervisory experience helpful.
ages of 18.3 points, S.9 assists, 4.S
Drawings will take place Thursday,
rebounds and 1.6 steals per
November 17 at noon at the BG News.
game.
We offer competitive
Michigan State fans spent the
compensation, comprehensive
small business management
offseason hoping Respert would
Sponsored by:
training, and resume building
decide to return for his senior
Kinko's, Ben Franklin, Subway, Finders,
year, the last as well for coach
experience. Internships possible
SBX, University Bookstore, Downtown,
for qualifying majors.
Jud Heathcote who has anCosmos, Pizza Nut, McDonalds
nounced his retirement. The only
For more information phone 1returning first-team All-Big Ten
selection, Respert averaged 24.3
800-775-4745 or forward resume
points per game, shooting 48 perto:
28115 little Mack
cent from the field and 45 perSt. Clair Shores. Ml 48081
cent from 3-point range. Respert
has a chance to finish as the Big

1

Branch Manager

The Associated Press

CORAL GABLES, Fla. - Miami Hurricanes coach
Dennis Erickson, long rumored to be headed to the
NFL, said he would be more
receptive to a pro offer now
than in past years.
"This happens every year,"
Erickson said Tuesday of speculation about his future. "The
only thing I'm saying
differently right now is that if
there was something in the
NFL or college or business
that I would be interested in, I
might listen to it. That's the
only difference in feeling
right now from last year, or
five years ago."
Erickson was merely reiterating a remark he made in
August, but his latest comments nonetheless are likely
to fuel speculation, because he
and Florida Gators coach
Steve Spurrier reportedly lead
the NFL expansion Carolina
Panthers' wish list.
The 47-year-old Erickson's
future was the primary topic
at his weekly news conference. He spent 10 minutes answering questions about speculation that he'll jump to the
NFL.
"It's something I've heard
since I've been here," said
senior quarterback Frank
Costa, who listened to the
news conference. "This is
probably the most serious he's
talked about it."
In previous years, Erickson

was frequently mentioned as a
possible candidate for pro
coaching vacancies, and he
always denied an interest.
"And there isn't anything
that I'm interested in at this
point," Erickson said. "I don't
know that there will be this
year, next year or any year. I
love college football. I love the
University of Miami.
"I've spilled a lot of blood
and sweat here the last six
years, and been through a lot
to get this program to the
point where I think it's the
best in the country on the field
and off the field. I want to
reap the benefit."
The Hurricanes have won
two national championships
since Erickson became coach
in 1989. They're 8-1 and
ranked fifth going into Saturday's game at Temple.
Miami athletic director Paul
Dee said Erickson's newly expressed willingness to consider an NFL offer may represent a change merely in the
coach's public posture, rather
than a strong desire for a pro
job.
"I don't consider it a significant shift," Dee said.
Erickson said he hasn't been
contacted by an NFL team. A
spokesman for the Panthers,
expected to hire a coach by
January, said the team
wouldn't comment on its level
of interest in Erickson.

STUDENT RECREATION CENTER
WEIGHT TRAINING CLINIC
November 16th
7- 8> pm & 6- 9 pm
Mezzanine Weight Area

m

Come and learn more about
Nautilus & Universal weight tra'nlngll
For more Information call 372-7462

WAL*MART ZS&gS,

ARTHUR VICTOR PAINTING, INC.

Winthrop Terrace
Aptsis Now Accepting
Applications and Deposits
for

Spring and Foil 1995!
Featuring:
•
•
•
•

Campus Shuttle
l & 2 BR. Furn./Unfurn.
I & 2 Full Baths
3 Great Locations

^L r5XCALL352-9135
* •

for more
information

Second Semester, Summer, and hall

15-POINT
LUBE EXPRESS

PLUS

Second Semester, Summer, and Fall

$

NEEDED)

18

74

Every Day
1. Install up to 5 quarts of
featured oil.
2. Install new oil filter
3. Lubricate chassis

Check & Fill:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Washer fluid
Transmission fluid
Power steering fluid
Brake fluid
Differential fluid

r

nonretSsssaac—

* Don nol indudt (yntMic oih.
" Som« an addition*) durgt.

Check:
9. Air Filters
10. Wiper Blades
11. Tires & inflate to
proper pressure
12. Brake lights & tail
lights
13. Headlights & signal
lights

Plus:
14. Vacuum interior
15. Wash exterior
windshield.

ENTRY DUE NOVEMBER 30,1994
A new contest with the same prizes
starts the following month
You may register at McDonald's* on East Wooster,
bring in mis entry blank or mail in an entry
to the address below.

Name
Address.
Phone —

II
Reg. $18.74
i
■ Monday-Friday 8-8 Saturday 8-7 Sunday 10-5 ■
am
352-2499
• i«MHaMMU»^tiMMiM«an,M«"«

S38K8M£»I*«

Register to win $100 CASH!
Second and Third place
winners each win $25 in
McDonald's. Gift Certificates.

Stop by McDonald's* for official rules.

¥§®w

9B

BGSU STUDENT
$100 CASH
CONTEST

Eiplrei 12-31-94

■ ■ — ■ ff ■

No purchase necessary to enter. Need to be present
to win. Drawing date will be the last day ot each
month.

McDonald's* 1470 East Wooster, B.C., OH 43402
your Jritnds at MCDmaWs'
14701ASI Woostu
Vaulting Qrun, OH4)402

Classifieds
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Fraa Computer Samlnara

CAMPUS EVENTS

PERSONALS

Tha following Computar Services Seminars will
ba ollerod during tha month ol Novambar.
They are open ID anyone on campus Please
cal 372-2911 to ragiitar lor these Ira* semInare. They are presented in tha Tach Lab
Seminar Rooms, in lha Tach Build ng Hands
on axparianc* wilt ba provided.

LMvelh.Paeko.hlnd
Explore the benefits ol qumng
w.th the sen-help tips. Vim the
Union Foyer between 10-2
or slop at the Well. 220
Health Canter.

Getting Started on tha Mac. Thie s*a*on
presents the word processing aofiwara package Mircoaotl Worlia. including a primer, which
discusses lha Macintosh Desktop and the
mouaa.
Thursday. Nov. 17»I8O0-10:00PM
Thursday. Dt»c 1st B 00-10 OOPM

"■Alpha Lambda 0. in—
Soclal-Soclal-Soclal
Pizza. Fun, Friendel
Wednesday. November 16
g:00pmBA112
ALL MEMBERS WELCOME)
"*lnio tha Slr**ta'"
Hay, avaryonal Wa'ra at ii againl
Our nan meotng i Wad. Nov. 16
•l 8 00pm m 105BA Let's get
excited toe lha rail ol ma year and
plan Ion ol mating thing■ to do I
See you lharal Bring Idoasl
•••Wo me Streets"'

Allanllon BO CommunltyI
A Jk.Q.S A. F I-II Fall Formal No*. It
Tickets to go on sale Nov. 7-19
In MAP. Office in 424 Sudani SarvioM
Coat: Students 110. Faculty/Stall $20
For Tabies/Tickola or mora into:

Trying to Call n Quite?
Attend a quit smoking program
in 220 Health Center on
Thursday, Nov. 17 at 430 pm
FREEI
For more into: Cell 2-8302

Intro the the IBM PC and Window*. Thia
seminar provides a basic orientation to IBM's
operating system (DOS) and Mircoaoh
Windows
Monday. Nov. 2 I si 2 00-400PM
Tuesday. Nov. 29015flO-7:0OPM
Ir.lamel lor Macintosh Uaere Thia seminar
covers the Internal app: canons Tenet. Eudora
(mail), NewsWatcher (newt). TurboGopher.
ana Mosaic.
Tuesday. Nov. 22nd 5 00-7 OOPM
Monday, Nov. 26t12 00-4 OOPM

UN-FALCON-BELIEVABLE

Internet Bar Windows Uaara Thia seminar
covera the Internet applicaiiona Telnet,
PC-Eudora (mail), VN (news). TurboGopher,
end Mosaic,
Monday. Nov. 21st 5 00-7:00 PM
Wednesday. Nov. 30 th 5:00-7:00 PM

- BO PRO"
Don't forget we have a meeting
on Thursday, Nov. 17In Room
102 BA. Gueet speaker. Martha
Peshotl ol Roman Wilson Peaholf,
Inc. ALL MAJORS WELCOMEI
"BO PRO"

Call 372-2076
Procaada lo Banallt Pro)ac1 Search.
ATTENTION AMA MEMBERS:
Than win Da an Intormal meebng on Wad.,
Nov. 16th at e oopmin BA 114. Come network
with repress nut ves Irom E 6 J Gallo Winary
and join ua at Myle's Pizza Wowing ma ma»
am Pol
BloodmobHalaharalll
BloodmobUalaharalll
Coma giva your blood in
Via N.E. Commona Irom 10:30-4:30
Papa John'a Pizza will ba
donatng pizza an waakl
Call 352 4575 tor an appoinlmanil

MEN'S CHORUS
Tonight 4-7
BK Beneln Bash
EatatBKonE.Wooiter
and support the

ODSNOOSNOOSN

CRIMINAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATION
Moating tonight at 9 00pm
In 1011 BA
Agant Brown Irom Alcohol, Tobacco and
Firearms will ba ipaaklng
Evan/ona a Waloomal
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTION GROUP
ThiaW»dnaadayai9:00
101 BAA
ALLWELCOMEI
FREE PIZZA from Papa Johna
Fraa Pizza Irom Papa Johna
Coma donata your blood at tha
BtoodmoNa in tha N.E. Commona
Irom io 30-4 30 thiaweeklll
IPC CLUB IPC CLUB IPC CLUB
Laat meeting ol lha aamastar!
Thuriday. Novambar 17
7:30 pm 103 BA
Or. Tom Ahlaramayarwill speak
on careers in consultingt
IPC CLUB IPC CLUB IPC CLUB
LAMESAOBLICUA
Monthly Lactura Sariai
proaanta:
OfirSisco
Presenbng tha Topic ol
'PANAMA'
Wednesday. Novambar 16
12:00 pm, c ampu s Room, Union

— Ch*rre20"~
Hapey Birthday Chen Looms 1
ILovaYel
Your best Irlend, Christina
— CherrezO-

WFAL AM 680

MEN'S CHORUS

CIRLCLE K
WEEKLY MEETING
0 PM. OHIO SUITE
UNIVERSITY UNION
CIRLCLE K

~

LISTEN TO WaNI
Linen to WFAL tor your
chance 10 win tickets to
a OVER THE RHINE* Toledol

Meebng
7pm 4000 BAA
Nov. 16th
NewJobLiatingsl
See you there I
PresemeDons On EthnoculturaTTopica
wiD bo held lomorrownoon 3pm
in tha Amani. Classes and individuali
welcome For more into. Cell Mae 2-2976
Free.
Sailing Clubto you know how to sail or want 10 learn? Join
the Sailing Club. For more info. Call Mas at
2-19S7.
Sai'ing Club
THE LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE
LAGA does not counsel but can rater to counselors LAGA's concerns are educating and
supporting lha homosexual community.
LAGA meetings are every Thursday at 630
PM at tha United Christian Felbwhip Center.
The UCF11 on the comer ol Thurebn and Ridge
near McDonald West. Everyone Welcome i
3S2-LAGA-LESBIAN0 AND GAY 352 LAG A
•INFORMATION LINE'
Mondays. Wednesdays, Fridays
7:00pm to 10:00pm
WBGU-FM
A mandatory Stall MEETING will
be held Wed, Nov. 16,1994
at 9:00 pm in 121 West He*.
Applications tor Spring M wil
be made available
WBGU-FM

Be a posibve part ol our campus and
Join STEP 11ll Applications now avallabl*
In 310 Student Services Deadline Nov. 22
Can 2-2130.
Bullets: Pizza. Soup A Salad. M-F, 11-2,
S3 89 Menu includea Pasts, Subs. Pizza, Salads. Soups. Desserts 6 morel Pagliets, 94S S.
Main.
COLORADO SKI TRIP
Jan. 1 through Jan. 6
5 nighta/4 day lilt bckavtransportation

only 83971
andilSBURSARABLEI
Sign up In the UAO ofllce, Rm. 330 Union
NOVEMBER 10 TO DECEMBER 2
(down payment prios: S100)
Cat 2-7164 or 2-2343 for mora info.
sponsored by UAO
FAST FOR WORLD HARVEST
Join ua In taking action againat HUNGER A
POVERTY Him the annual FAST FOR A
WORLD HARVEST CAMPAIGN. Donations
collected in the Union Oval all weak, 11am I 3pm. Skip a meal and donate the money to
Harvest Fund. Day ol fasnhg: Nov. 17.
GUAMWOOOSTOCKER
seeks grad. student "SEAN"
Irom Cincinnati Lost you at
Woodstock. Continue BORA BORA.
Please write:
Cindy
P.O. Boa 26377
GMF.GUAM.B6S21
HITCH THE SKIES WITH AIRHITCH
CarritvMeiSi89R/T
Europe J229. Coast to Coast S129
Call for FREE program description
800-326-2006
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S 6
WOMEN'S SWM MEET • NOV. 16: MEN'S 6
WOMEN'S 3 PLAYER BASKETBALL • NOV.
17: MEN'S * WOMEN'S TRACK A FIELD I NOV. 30. PICK UP ENTRY FORMS IN 130
FIELD HOUSE. ALL ENTRIES DUE BY 400
PM ON DUE DATE.
LISTEN TO WINI

>r7

Graphic Design ft
VCT majors:

Get practical hands-on
experience working for
BGSU'J Student
Publications!
Applications now
being accepted for
Spring 95. Visit the
Student Employment
Office. 450 Student
Services Bldg. for
job requirements,
etc.

WEIGHT TRAININO CUNIC
November 16
7-6 pm 6 8-9 pm
Student Recreation Center
Mezzanine weight area
Come and learn more about
Nautilus and Universal weight train)ngl

WFAL AM 680
M.T.MUGGS
Mon: Al U Can Eat Spaghetti w; garlic toast

CITY EVENTS

Baseball Card Show
Pembervile American Legion Hall
Sunday, Nov. 20,10:00 - 4:00
Free Admission

SKI OVER BREAKI
Steamboat Colorado
JAN. 1-JAN. 6
TrUNSPOrTTATION
LI FT TICKETS INCLUDED
i 100 down payment needed
SIQNJJP In UAO cjrlc. 330 Union
beglnnlngNOV. 9 THROUGH DEC. 2
Cat 2-7164 or 2-2343 tor mo* Mo.
Sponsored by UAO
STEP 1 may be the student group tor youl
Applicaiiona available in 310 Student Services
Deadline is November 22. Cell 2-2130 for
INFO.
Tha 0 reel American Smoke-Out/G
Thura. Nov. 17
Pick up Survival Kits
in Union Foyer Irom 10-2
on Wednesday or Thursday
sponsored by The Woll
Student Health Center

THE POWER OF PRAYER
tor i Saliemo apeaks to educate
the people on
the power end importance ol prayer
NOV. 29 3* PM
MATH-SCIENCE BLDO. RM.210
Fr.eAdmlealon
sponsored by UAO
WH ATS A HUNOER BANQUET?
A Hunger Banquet la a dramatization of me
inequitable diitnbubon ol resouroes around the
Sob*. Join us at St. Thomas More Parish. 425
lureah. 6:00 pm Thura.. Nov. 17. PSVP
352-7555

1 female roommate B share Columbian
Courts apt. for fall semester Own room,
reasonable rent. Cell 353-3615.
1 rmmte . own room or 2 rmmtos. willing to
share large bdrm. In 2 story house across Irom
campus Cal Krlaien 353-5765.
1-4 Sublease's tor spacious 2 bdrm. apartment. Near campus, available for Spring.
8385/monrh . gas. Call: 352-2139, leave
message.
2 auWesters needed for Spring Semester.
2 bedroom apartment dose to campus
Call: 353-5072
2-4 eubteaears needed!!
2 bdrm. apartment. Lots ol space.
Near campus, available for summer.
8420rmo. ♦ gas. Cal 3S4-114S
Leave message.
Desperately needed i
3 tickets to Dec. Graduation.
WmpaySIOMdi
Please cal 1-663-5189
Female roommate 3 bdrms,
2full baths, rent negotiable

Crtl 353 3717 or (41 9) 933 8951
Female Subleaaar needed tor Spr. Sem. in
Univ. Village Very nice, dean A quiet
Sl60/mo. ♦ utl. Call ASAP 354-1619, Sandra
Female Subleaeer needed. Spring '95 Semes
lerVory dean and dose to campuil
Please Call 354 5310
Female Subleaaar
For Fox Run Apia.
Non-amoklng. 352-0708
Female lubleaaer needed for Spring.
5th St. own room, 8225/rr 0 . elec
Please call Sarah at 353-3004.
Rmte. needed tor a 1 bedrm. 7th 6 S. College
apt will share room w/other male. Split ubl.
Call Chris or loav* message: 372-1913.
Sublease Spring '95
1 bdrm. apt.
Call: 351-1934

MM

Tuaa: 25 cent Tacoa
Wed: Pizza and Pitcher IS.00
Thura: Soup t Sub SS.SSFri: 25 cant hoi dogs.
2 alceiol pizza 50 cents
Sal: Lasagne wrgarle toast or salad 84.50
Sun: Steak Special 87.00
M.T.MUGGS

Between a Rock and a
Hard Place'
OptfortheRockl

Tonight 4-7
BK Benefit Been
EataiBKonE.Wooater
and support the

Chrysalis...
« weekend to anchor you in God's tove.
More into, call (419)422-4845- Findlay
or 352 0163. ask lor Mark.

Pregnant? Wa can help.
Free A confidential pregnancy lasts,
support and mtormalon.
BG Pregnancy Corner.
Call3S4-HOPE.

Wanted: Female Subloaaer
Spring 95 Semester
CallJulie 01352-6160
Please leave message
and/or
Warned: 2 December Graduation
Tickots Will pay 810 Each
CallJulie 01352-8160

Our company ia looking lor individuals who
want to gain management experienc* next
summer. Earn 86,000-810.000 per Bummer
The early bird geta the worm. 1-600-667-1960.

HELP WANTED

SICK OF THE SAME OLD SUMMER JOB
THIS SUMMER YOU 8E THE BOBS
Student Painters is looking for Bowling Green
students who have what it takes to run their
own business Gam valuable expenence.
receive college credit, and have a great resume builder Average summer earning* between 88,000-10,000 Management positions
available in all Cleveland suburbs. Akron. Canton. For additional informabon can Matt
Scherer »1 -600-543-3792.

Run your own busine sa
College Pro Painters
•U.S. LTDOutlets available
Akron, Cleveland. Columbus. Canton
Contact John: 352-3245

Si 500 wkly. mailing our Orcuianl
No experience requiredl Begin Now!
For into, call 202-298-8935.
' Toledo Account Executive'
The BG News is looking to hire
a Toledo Account Executive. Thia
person would be responsible to:
'Cult) vate New Accounts
"Helping earvic* exlsibng account 3
'Set A reach monthly goals
*Work20hraaweek
You must be a hard working, enthusiastic Individual who wants 10 GET A HEAD START!
Musi have own car A flexible dasa schedule.
AA CRUISE SHIPS HIRINGI
EARN BIG 888 ♦ FREE TRAVELI
(Caribbean, Europe, stel) No Exper. Nee. Sail
needed tor busy HoiidayrSpnngySummer
seasons GUARANTEED SUCCESS' Guide
(919) 929-4398 EXT. C3039
CAMPAIGN STAFF
II you're not part ol the solution
YOU'RE PART OF THE PROBLEM
Join tha light for a cleaner environment No
sales, no gimmicks. Part-time 4 - 10pm, M - F
6250Avk. 241 -7674 for interview.
Christmas Positions Available
Weekend Santa SS.OOrhr.
Occasional Woody Bear S5.00rhr.
Apply at Woodland Mall Office
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE

WANTED

Sublessor needed, male 1175 . uta.
Across Irom Kohl Hal 363-0136
Aak ror Jell Green.

Sublease* Needed tor Spring 95
SlSOmw: Win have own bedroom
Call Cassandra 352-6414

MEN'S CHORUS

SERVICES OFFERED

VCT full-time
co-ops available!
Act NOW!

Lilian to WFAL for your
. chanc* to win bckats to
aaa OVER THE RHINE In Toledol

SAVE-SAVE-SAVE
20% oft tj complete
peddle, and wood projects
Peddle Pan las on Requeetl
The French Knot
ZOOS.UslnSt.
Next loMld-Am Bank

Subleaaar needed (or Spring 6 Summer ■»)>
-t260.00mon.eutl.
-Furnished eldency
-across from campus
H interested, call 354-01S7

Cable TV company seeks an energebc, hard
working individual 10 fill a part-bme CSR position One year expenence in cuatomer aervice
field prelerred, working knowledge of computerized systems and general office equipment
Type 45 wpm, data entry and good communication skills. Hours are 2-6 PM weekdays.
Some Saturdays 9-12 AM. Offer competitive
salary. Please mail resume to: Wood Cable
TV, 116 N. Main St. Bowling Green, OH
43402. No phone calls please. EOE.

Tutor Wanted Immediately for Organic Chemistry 306. Mon. thru Thura. 1 hour in evenings.
854ir. Must ba qualified.
Call Scon at 354-7400

FOR SALE
f 1 Awesome
Spring Broak Early Specials! Panama City
Ocean view Room With Kitchen A Free Bus To
Bars 61291 Daytona (Kitchens) 81591 Cocoa
Beach 61591 Key West 822911-800-678 6366
f 1 Awesome Spring Break1
Early Sign-up Specials! Bahamas Party Cruise
6 Days 82791 Includes 12 Meals A 6 Parbstl
Cancun 6 Jamaica S439 Air From Coiumbusl
1-600 -676-6386.
•FOR SALE'
-FENDER STRAT, WrCASE 8300
-TAKAMINE 6-STRING ACOUSTIC,
WrCASE 8350.
-CHARVEL W/FLOYD ROSE AND EMG
HUMBUCKER 8250.
-VINTAGE FENDER AMP 100 WATTS 8200
•ADA MP-1 TUBE PRE AMP 8400
CALL SHANE 372-4581
1 dorm size relng. - GE While a35 OBO
1 Turbogratx gam* system golf b-ball 850
OBOPIeasa call Marc 353-5145
87 Chevy Cavalier 4 dr. Auto, p.a., pp., 125 k
miles, no rust, well-rriajniained. Runs great.
61900.372-2933 day or 352-6879 eve.
FOR SALE: SPINET-CONSOLE PIANO
Wanted, responsible party to make low
monthly payments. See locally.
Call: 1-800-327-3345
MACINTOSH Computer. Complete system
inducing printer, only $500.
Call Chnt at 800-289-5685

Dancers, DJa A Bar stall needed,
Immediate Openings
Call 531-6100.

Murray 16 tpd. Mountain Bike
Like New $100 060
Call 354-5100

EARN S5O0 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes al home.
Send long SASE to: Country Living
Shoppers. Dept. U1. P.O. Box 1779
Denham Springs, LA 70727.

Ovation Celebrity Guitar w/
hard shell case Brown burst lace.
parlec l condition
8350. Cal 362-3' 91.

EBSCOTELEMARKETING SERVICE
EARN SOME EXTRA CASH!
Tha hoi days are right around the comeri So
come 10 EBSCO Telemarketing. We give you:
valuable experience, a weekly paycheck, tie
flexibility to make your own schedule. Perfect
for housewives, rebrees. and students
Be a part ol one of the (attest growing telemarkebng drms in the U.S. Come m and apply at
113 N. Main St. alter 4p.m. or ask tor John al
353-6662.

PROTECT YOURSELFI with our low-priced
secunty terns' From $3.99 upl For product A
order into, send 2 Brat class stamps to: May E.
Richardson, Treasures Forever, 1832 E. Ceraon St., Long Beech, CA 90607.
Suspended 2 bed loll lor sale
Dark green w.'paimed daisy flowers.
Groat for any dorm room.
Lois ol personality. Call 353-1337.
$200060.

Fro* Spring Break Trips!
Sudents. Frata, Clubs, needed 10 promote
party tours. Beat Prices tor easy sale. CASH
BON USE81.1-800-599-5808.
GAIN VALUABLE SALES EXPERIENCEI
The BG News 11 looking tor an Account Execubve Irom Jan '95 - Dec '95
•Work20hrsrwk
"Sell and Service own Account list
'A vrg. MOO. mo commission
'Make valuable contacts in the field
'Greater employment potential
after graduation.
Musi be: Sale oriented, dedicated, easy going
and have a desire to learn. Mual have own car.
Call 372-2606 tor more details or slop by 204
W. Hatltoranappscatton.

FOR RENT
353-0325' Cany Rentals
Subleasing available 2nd Semester.
Close to campus Call today
Cany Rentals * Hou set $ Apt. Lisbngs
Now available tor school yaar 95-96
Call 353 0325 or pick up listing
at 011 ice 316E Worry »3
Sublease for Spring 95
Own Bedroom. Cable and Usl.
AI1$16S/mo. 353-5145

International Management Consulting Company needs someone 10 set appointments tor
Senior Business analysts. Pay ia 6.00/hr. plus
performance bonus. Person can let own hours
between 6:00am to 500pm Pleas* cal
352-653110 set appointment lor interview.
Job Availed.
Looking for experienced Macintosh-oriented
parson seeking to work with ■ growing nteracbve training company. You need to ba proficient with databasing concepts and want flie
opportunity 10 join an activ* creative team by
organizing graphics, video and other production elements tor a large-scae inleracbvo
project Involving a Fortune 500 campnay
Send resume to:

M
CATERING

151 N. Michigan Suite 225
Tofodo. OH 43624
JOURNALISM.

SPORTS INFO A IPC
MAJORS I
Public relations Internships available lor next
semester with BG schools. Call Gary Evans tor
mora mlo 352-3576 ext. 310

353®2277

MEN'S CHORUS
Need experience in pubic relations, adverts
ing or teaching? STEP 1 ia tor YOU! Applications available In 310 Student S*rvtc*t. Deadline ia Novambar 22. Cal 2-21X.
POVERTY AND HUNGERIT CANT GO ON LIKE THiS
-kin us Thursday. Nov. 17
5:15 In avoenom national Prayer Servic*
6.00 Hunger Banqu.l '
St. Thomas Mora Pariah, 42S ThurstJn
RSVP 352 7555

Applications for

• spring '95 BG News editor
are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.

University Bookstore
Tuesday and Wednesday
November 15th & 16th
9x00 - 6x00
Some titles up to 60% off I

Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Tuesday, Nov. 22.

Comput**- Boob • CMUrm los£ • Many o*W .fas

Hours
M-R 8-6p.m. P 8-5p.m.
8 9-Sp.m.

mmm

